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WORKING LANGUAGE WITHIN
authored a debate article in Uppsala Nya Tidning
UPPSALA UNIVERSITY Fabian
together with his colleagues from the Doctoral Board

(https://unt.se/bli-prenumerant/artikel/7r3y152l). They
debate language barriers for PhD students at the University.
While this is a common problem in many parts of the
University, Fabian never experienced such barriers at limno.
"Our department is a very positive example of inclusiveness
and openness. That’s something we can be proud of."
Tip: You can access the article via the university library. Just
use the article's title as a search term in the Retriever
Research (Mediearkivet): https://ub.uu.se/finding-your-wayin-the-collections/newspapers-and-magazines/.

BACHELORS GRADUATION
IBGs closing ceremony for students was
cancelled this year due to the pandemic.
However, as program coordinator for the
Biology BSc program and inspired by the
successful PhD thesis defenses we have had
this spring, Anna B. decided to arrange a zoom
ceremony for the 3rd year students. Students,
family and friends - including grandparents and
remote relatives - were able to join in via
zoom. Two professional folk musicians made a
great contribution to the ceremony.

GONE PADDLING
Gesa has been out exploring Uppsala’s closest
lake, Lake Mälaren. She suggests using a kayak for
the optimal lake investigating experience, but
beware an algal bloom is expected soon - this is
the downside of the fantastic summer weather ;-)

Leaving Limno? Don’t forget to fill out the 'checking out' document with your PIs if you’re leaving
the department this month.
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KARLA GOES SAMPLING
Karla and Victor were joined by Eva
and Lars to kick off the sampling
season. Karla’s field project is about the
ecosystem effects of G. semen blooms
in lakes and will involve weekly
sampling over the course of the summer
in Siggeforasjön and their new favorite
lake Stora Hålsjön (photo).
Victor Gauthier is our
newest Limno He has
started as a project
assistant working on
Karla’s field project until
the end of August.

Karla and Lars going sampling
on Lötsjön at the beginning of
June, a rehearsal for Karla’s
coming field season.

Eva joins Karla for sampling in Stora Hålsjön

There was a joyous moment following
Thursday’s sampling at Stora Hålsjön. Next
to the road was a sign that said
"homemade honey for sale", so Karla and
Victor took a detour and found a box with
jars of honey outside the house. They
bought a jar and have reporting back that
“it's super delicious!”
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